Subject: A democratic funding system Dear fellow scientist As a member of the Australian scientific community, we would like you to vote for the ten Australian scientists you feel most deserve funding. To vote you complete an anonymous survey that should take around 15 minutes of your time.
Using democracy to award research funding: an observational study Example e-mail approach
Subject: A democratic funding system Dear fellow scientist As a member of the Australian scientific community, we would like you to vote for the ten Australian scientists you feel most deserve funding. To vote you complete an anonymous survey that should take around 15 minutes of your time.
We want to see if it's feasible to replace some of the current funding schemes using a voting system. The great advantage of a democratic funding system is that it is very low cost, compared with the lengthy applications that we must currently submit. In this preliminary research we are interested in the feasibility of using votes as a form of peer review.
You are invited to participate in this research because you are a scientist working in Australia.
If you want to read more about our ideas then read the Conversation article here. 
